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0. INTR~DLJ~TION 
When D is open in R”, f: D + Rk is said to be Lipschitzian provided each 
point in D has a neighborhood where f is Lipschitz continuous. For such 
maps the derivative f ‘(p) may not exist everywhere in D, but one can at 
least assign to each p a certain collection ~?f(p) of linear transformations 
from R” into R k called the generalized derivative (For the definition, see 
Section 4.) Reading Clarke [3] or Pourciau [20 J, one finds this notion of 
differentiability enjoys many nice properties, but only the following extension 
of the inverse function theorem needs to be singled out here: supposing f has 
values in R”, if af(p) is invertible (that is, if each linear transformation in 
af(p) is invertible) at every p, then f is a local homeomorphism. 
Of course local homeomorphisms are not generally homeomorphisms, and 
in this paper we seek additional conditions on the generalized derivative and 
the boundary behavior of the map, forcing f to be a homeomorphism. In 
mathematical economics, theorems of this type are crucial for establishing 
the uniqueness of competitive equilibrium points in abstract economies. For 
such applications, theorems that require the image off to satisfy a difficult to 
verify condition like simple connectedness are not very useful. Involving 
boundary restrictions and covering spaces, our results at first are topological, 
but then in Section 4 we blend these topological ideas with properties of the 
generalized derivative to obtain analytic conditions when the map is 
Lipschitzian. 
Throughout we suppose D is a domain with compact closure K in 
Euclidean n-space R”, B is the boundary K/D, F is a continuous map from 
K into R”, and f is the restriction F ( D. Our path will take us through 
covering spaces. We call f: D -m a covering if each point of fz, has an 
open neighborhood V whose preimage f -’ V is the pairwise disjoint union of 
open sets, each of which f maps homeomorphically onto V. When f is a 
covering, it is a local homeomorphism, yet not all local homeomorphisms 
are coverings. 
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1. LOCAL HOMEOMORPHISMS AS COVERINGS 
Let us say the map f: D -fl lifts line segments in jD if for any line 
segment /I: [0, l] -+ jD, given by /3(t) = (1 - t) b, + rb, , and for any point a, 
in f -‘bO, there is a continuous a: [0, 1) -+ D with a(0) = a,, satisfying 
f o a =/3 on [0, 11. According to Plastock [ 181, f: D -m is a covering 
when and only when f is a local homeomorphism and lifts line segments in 
jD. We seek conditions on f at the boundary of D that force a local 
homeomorphism to be a covering, and it is easy to show a local 
homeomorphism will lift line segments if it maps the boundary of D into the 
boundary of jD. 
THEOREM A. Suppose f is a local homeomorphism. If FB nD = 0, 
then f: D-m is a covering. 
ProoJ: Let /I: [0, 1 ] -fz, be any line segment in jD, say from b, to b, , 
and choose any points a, in the fiber f - lb,. Being a local homeomorphism, f
must lift to a, at least an initial piece of /3: there must be a number S in (0, 1 ] 
and a continuous a: [0, F) --t D with f o a =p on (0, F) and a(0) = a,,. Let S 
stand for the least upper bound of those numbers s in [0, 1 ] such that a 
extends to a continuous map on [0, s) satisfying f o a =/I If {ti} is a 
sequence in [0, S) converging to S, there is some subsequence {tij} for which 
{a(t$} converges because K is compact. Call the limit a. Then setting 
a(S) = a makes a be continuous and satisfy f o a =/I on [O, S]. Notice 
a E D, for f(a) = p(S) E jD, and by assumption FB njD = 0. But f is a 
local homeomorphism on D, so unless S = 1 (which means f lifts /I), a 
extends to some t > S, contradicting the definition of S. 
2. COVERINGS AS HOMEOMORPHISMS 
If x lies in K, and no other point of K maps onto Fx, we call x a spinster 
point of F. Provided K is compact and F is continuous and locally one-to- 
one, a short exercise shows that the spinster points of F form a set open in 
K. 
THEOREM B. Suppose f: D +fa is a covering. If F is locally one-to-one 
and has a spinster point, then f is a homeomorphism. If the covering satisfies 
FB n jD = 0, then f is a homeomorphism when F is locally one-to-one and 
F) B has a spinster point. 
Proof Abbreviate the set of all spinster points of F by S. By assumption 
S # 0. Since S is open in K, we cannot have S c B, so D contains a spinster 
point. Yet f: D -@ is a covering, which implies the fibers f -‘y for y inm 
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all have equal cardinality (the fibers are actually finite here, for they are 
discrete subsets of the compact set K), and the presence of a spinster point in 
D therefore forces f to be one-to-one. Since it is also continuous and open, f 
is a homeomorphism onto its image@. 
To prove the second statement, notice that if the covering satisfies 
FB f7JD = 0, then any F 1 B spinster is an F spinster. 
3. LOCAL HOMEOMORPHISMS AS HOMEOMORPHISMS 
Mixing Theorems A and B, we can list conditions forcing a local 
homeomorphism to be a homeomorphism. 
THEOREM C. Let f be a local homeomorphism. If FB 13jD = 0, F is 
locally one-to-one, and F 1 B has a spinster point, then f: D + jD is a 
homeomorphism. 
Are the boundary conditions in Theorem C potent enough to guarantee 
that F: K -+ FK is a homeomorphism. 7 To mathematical economists who 
study, often on closed sets, the uniqueness of the competitive equilibrium for 
abstract economies, this is an especially interesting question. Unfortunately 
the answer is no. For instance, let D be the interior of the triangle in RZ 
having vertices at (0, 0), (In 2,0), and (0, 271), let K be 0, and let F: K + R2 
be the complex exponential. Then F fulfills the requirements of Theorem C, 
and F: D + FD is a homeomorphism, but F(0, 0) = F(0, 2n), so F is not one- 
to-one on K. Observe F 1 B is not one-to-one. 
THEOREM D. Suppose f is a local homeomorphism. If FB f7 J1, = 0, F is 
locally one-to-one, and F 1 B is one-to-one, then F:K-+FK is a 
homeomorphism. Provided B is connected, FB njD = 0 whenever F ( B is 
one-to-one. 
Proof: Under these conditions, every element of B is a spinster point of 
FIB so surely Theorem C applies, and f: D -jD must be a 
homeomorphism. In particular, f is one-to-one, but since FB f7 jD = 0, every 
element of B is a spinster point of F, so even F is one-to-one. This implies 
F: K + FK is a homeomorphism, for it is a continuous, one-to-one map from 
a compact set onto a Hausdorff space, and all such maps are 
homeomorphisms. 
Now suppose F 1 B is one-to-one and the boundary B is connected, and let 
us see if FB nfz, = 0. If S is the set of all spinster points of F and C is the 
boundary of the image ji9, an easy argument reveals S A B = F- ‘C. 
Evidently, then, FB n JD = Ql when and only when S n B = B. Since S is 
open in K, S n B is open in B; since F is continuous and C is closed, F- ‘C 
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is closed. Consequently, either S n B = B or S n B = 0, for S n B is both 
open and closed in the connected set B. Yet S n B = 0 entails the 
contradiction FK = JD, so S n B = B, and this means FB njD = 0. 
4. THE GENERALIZED DERIVATIVE 
Suppose G is open in R” and g: G + Rk is Lipschitzian. Thus each point 
in G has a neighborhood where g is Lipschitz continuous. By a deep theorem 
essentially due to Rademacher [24], the (Frechet) derivative g’(x) exists for 
almost every x in G. With this in mind, for any p in G we define the 
generalized derivative ag(p) of g at p to be the nonvoid compact convex set 
8p0 Co {g’(x): g’(x) exists and ]x - pi < S} 
of linear transformations from R” into Rk, where Co is short for the closure 
of the convex hull. 
Clarke [2] introduced this generalized derivative to study nonlinear 
optimization problems with nonsmooth data. Since then, Clarke and others 
have continued to work with various generalized derivatives to extend results 
in nonlinear programming, variational calculus, control theory, global 
analysis, and mathematical economics. See, for instance, Auslander [ I], 
Clarke [ 3-51, Goldstine [ 61, Halkin [7-lo], Hiriart-Urruty [ 1 l-141, 
Penot [ 15-171, Pourciau [ 19-231, Sweetzer [25,26], Thibault [27,28], and 
Warga [29,30]. 
Many of the pleasant properties enjoyed by the generalized derivative can 
be found in Pourciau [20]. We mention two here. For one thing, the 
collection ag(p) reduces to the singleton { g’(p)} whenever g is continuously 
differentiable on a neighborhood ofp. Theorems involving Lipschitzian maps 
and the generalized derivative therefore extend their continuously differ- 
entiable counterparts. For example, here is the crucial property we singled 
out in the Introduction, a generalization of the classical inverse function 
theorem: if g has values in R” and the generalized derivative ag(p) is inver- 
tible (that is, if each linear transformation in ag(p) is invertible) at every p, 
then g is a local homeomorphism. 
Mixing this property with our topological results, we end with 
THEOREM E. Suppose G is open in R” and contains K, and suppose 
g: G + R” is Lipschitzian with an invertible generalized derivative ag(p) at 
each p in K. Then 
(a) if gB n gD = 0 and g ) B has a spinster point, g: D’+ gD is a 
homeomorphism; 
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(b) if gB f7 gD = 0 and g / B is one-to-one, g: K + gK is a 
homeomorphism; 
(c) if g 1 B is one-to-one and B is connected, g: K + gK is a 
homeomorphism. 
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